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New experimental evidences of corrugation formation due to rail 
longitudinal vibration mode
Pan Zhang and Zili Li

Section of Railway Engineering, Delft University of Technology, Delft, The Netherlands

ABSTRACT
This paper aims at identifying the formation mechanism of short pitch rail 
corrugation using an improved configuration of a 1/5 scaled V-Track test 
rig. The loading conditions of the V-Track are designed to simulate the 
wheel-rail dynamic interactions on the tangent track. Corrugation initia-
tion and consistent growth are successfully produced on the rail surface 
with a characteristic wavelength of about 6.0 mm, equivalent to the field 
one of 30 mm. By analysing the wheel-rail dynamic forces, the wheel and 
track dynamic behaviours across different rotations, it is found that the rail 
longitudinal vibration mode and its induced longitudinal dynamic force 
determine the corrugation formation with the necessary initial excitation.
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1. Introduction

Short pitch corrugation (hereinafter corrugation) refers to a type of (quasi-) periodic undulatory 
wear of rail surfaces on straight tracks or gentle curves according to the category in [1]. Its 
wavelength typically falls in a range of 20–80 mm [1]. One example of rail corrugation on the 
straight track of the Dutch railway network is shown in Figure 1, which is identified by shiny crests 
and dark valleys with a wavelength of approximately 40 mm. The short-wave corrugation in tight 
curves (e.g., in metro lines [2]) is also a severe problem in practice, which is not the focus of this 
research. The typical amplitude observed on the Dutch rail is about 30 µm. Rail corrugation can 
excite large wheel-rail contact forces, induce fierce vibration and noise, and accelerate track 
degradation. Therefore, it is important to identify the corrugation formation mechanism and 
develop the corresponding countermeasures.

Many hypotheses have been proposed in the literature to understand the corrugation formation 
process. The vertical pinned-pinned resonance has been widely recognized as the corrugation 
formation mechanism by many researchers, supported by numerical simulations and field mea-
surements [3–7]. However, pinned-pinned resonance cannot easily explain the following field 
observations. First, corrugation does not occur everywhere on the rail with discrete supports 
where pinned-pinned resonance always exists [2]. Second, the single resonance frequency cannot 
explain the relative small variation of corrugation wavelength with the vehicle speed [1]. Third, 
corrugation has been reported on continuously supported rails where pinned-pinned resonance is 
absent [8]. Besides, the results in [9] indicate that the effect of pinned-pinned resonance on 
corrugation may be overestimated, and a ‘resonance-free’ mechanism considering longitudinal 
creepage was proposed to explain corrugation. Some researchers investigated the dynamic 
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resonance between multiple wheelset-rail interactions and found that the local rail vertical bending 
modes between the two wheelsets are responsible for corrugation formation [10,11]. The finite 
element (FE) simulation in [12–14] indicates that the friction-induced wheel-rail resonance leads to 
the periodic fluctuation of frictional power that causes rail corrugation. In [15,16], the influence of 
lateral track dynamics on corrugation formation is analysed combined with the vertical dynamics. 
Despite many theoretical studies being conducted on corrugation, there have been limited experi-
mental validations of these theories with complete field data. One potential challenge is the 
acquisition of comprehensive long-term data in field tracks under controlled conditions to fully 
explain corrugation.

To overcome these limitations and ensure a more controlled and convenient environment, some 
laboratory facilities have been used to produce and understand corrugation [17–20]. The laboratory 
tests are a valuable intermediary step, allowing researchers to bridge the gap between theoretical 
models and practical field observations. A full-scale test rig was employed in [18] to study 
corrugation and reported that the high-frequency vibration of the test rig can initiate corrugation 
on the smooth contact surfaces of the wheel under specific test conditions. A downscale two-disk 
test rig was used to validate a tangent track corrugation model [20]. The test results show that the 
speed variation and the friction modifier can considerably reduce the corrugation growth rate. It 
should be noted that the majority of test apparatus mainly concentrate on the simulation of the 
wheel-rail contact of the vehicle-track interaction, with little consideration for accurately reprodu-
cing its high-frequency dynamic behaviours [21], which is crucial to the corrugation formation. 
Therefore, although corrugation was produced in these test facilities, their features and formation 
mechanism may not be comparable to those of the real vehicle-track system because of the dynamic 
dissimilarity.

Recently, new insight has been gained in [22–24] into the corrugation formation mechanism 
employing an advanced 3D finite element (FE) vehicle-track dynamic interaction model. 
Corrugation initiation and consistent growth have been successfully reproduced that share features 
similar to field corrugation. It is found that rail longitudinal vibration modes can be one mechanism 
initiating corrugation with the necessary initial excitation that allows flexibility for longitudinal 
vibration. Afterwards, an innovative downscale vehicle-track interaction test rig named ‘V-Track’ 
(see Figure 2) has been employed to perform a corrugation experiment to verify these insights [25]. 
Compared to other testing facilities, the V-Track has the advantage of simulating the high- 
frequency dynamic behaviours of the real vehicle-track system by the detailed treatment of 
wheel/rail material and geometry and the inclusion of important track structural components, 
such as fastenings and sleepers [21]. 

Although experimental evidence from the V-Track has been provided in [25] that verifies the 
new hypothesis of corrugation formation proposed in [23], there are still some limitations in the 
corrugation experiment. First, the lateral wheel-rail dynamic interaction is quite strong in the 
experiment due to a relatively large angle of attack (AoA), which is different from the FE simulation 

Figure 1. Short pitch rail corrugation observed on the straight track of the Dutch railway with a wavelength of approximately 
40 mm.
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of a wheel rolling over the tangent track [23]. Better control of AoA and reduction of lateral 
dynamic force are thus needed. Second, the V-Track configuration in [25] utilized the standard S7 
rails in the ring track for ease of construction, but their materials and profiles are not comparable to 
the real field rails. The scaled rails made of materials identical to the field rails are needed to more 
realistically study the wheel-rail dynamic contact and the resulting rail damage. Besides, the result of 
one corrugation experiment may not be sufficiently convincing for verification of [23] because of 
some potential randomness, and multiple experiments with similar testing conditions and 
approaches are necessary.

Therefore, in this paper, we further perform a corrugation experiment using an improved 
configuration of the V-Track test rig. The ring rails are cut from the real rail heads with a 1/5 
scaled profile to ensure identical materials. The adjustment method of AoA is improved to reduce 
the lateral wheel-rail dynamic interaction. Overall, compared to [25], the current V-Track config-
uration achieves better similarity between the laboratory and the field, and its results are more 
comparable to the 3D FE simulations in [23]. Additionally, by combining the results of these two 
corrugation experiments, more insights are gained to better understand the corrugation formation 
mechanism. The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the experimental methodology 
of corrugation in the V-Track. Section 3 describes the corrugation consistent growth process of the 
rail surface. Section 4 identifies the corrugation formation mechanism by analysing the track 
dynamics and wheel-rail dynamic contact forces in three directions. Section 5 further discusses 
the experimental results to better understand corrugation. The main conclusions are drawn in 
Section 6.

2. Experimental methodology

In this section, the structure and components of the V-Track are briefly introduced. The corruga-
tion experiment methodology is described, including the loading design, the input of initial 
excitation, and the data acquisition.

2.1. V-Track test rig

The current V-Track configuration consists of two wheel assemblies (W1 and W3 in short) running 
over a ring track system, see Figure 2. Figure 3(a) shows a close-up of the W1. Cylindrical wheels 
with a radius of 65 mm were used. The wheels were obtained from an actual wheel rim to ensure the 
material the same as in the field. Conical wheels will be used when studying the wheel-rail gauge 
contact [26,27]. The steel frame is driven by a motor called the ‘driving motor’ so that the wheel 
assemblies are pulled to run along the ring track. The maximum running speed is up to 40 km/h. 

Figure 2. The downscale vehicle-track interaction test rig named V-Track for corrugation experiments. The V-Track consists of two 
wheel assemblies and a ring track system.
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Another motor, called the ‘braking motor,’ is connected to the wheels through the braking shafts, 
which can apply a controllable negative/positive torque to the wheels to generate desired braking/ 
traction forces. The AoA between the wheel and the rail is adjustable between −2° and + 2° and can 
be accurately measured by a digital gauge [28]. The vertical preload is adjustable using the preload 
springs in the range of 0–7500 N. A more detailed description of the V-Track wheel assembly can be 
found in [21,25].

The ring track system has a radius of 2 m, consisting of four sections of rails that are connected 
through four rail joints (‘RJ’ in short). A schematic drawing of the ring track is shown in Figure 3(b). 
Similar to the wheels, these rails were cut from the real rail heads to ensure identical materials. The 
four sections of rails were made of different materials, which are R220, MHH, R260MN, and B320, 
respectively, and their positions in the ring track can be seen in Figure 3(b). They have the same rail 
profile with a head curvature radius of 60 mm, approximately 1/5 scale of the UIC54 rail. The rails 
were fixed by fastenings on 100 evenly-distributed sleepers, with a sleeper distance of 125 mm, as 
shown in Figure 3(c). Each fastening consists of a railpad and a pair of clips that provide toe loads to 
the rail. The fastening clip includes six conical disc springs in series with a combined stiffness of 180 
N/mm, which is approximately 1/5 of the real value (800 kN/m). The sleepers are numbered from 1 
to 100 for positioning. For instance, S1 designates sleeper 1, and its position (see Figure 3(b)) is set 
as the starting point for data recording. The sleepers were supported on plywood layers with rubber 
pads in between. The rubber pads and plywood layers are used to simulate the elasticity of the track 
ballast and the subgrade, respectively. The parameters of the V-Track test rig are designed to be 

Figure 3. The wheel assembly and ring track system of the V-track. (a) The close-up of W1; (b) a schematic drawing of the ring 
track; (c) main track components; (d) comparison of the FRFs of the V-Track and the real vehicle-track system.
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approximately 1/5 scale of the real vehicle-track system in Dutch railway [4] based on the similarity 
law [21,25,29], as listed in Table 1.

To demonstrate the capability of the V-Track in representing real vehicle-track systems, we 
scaled the measured FRF on the V-Track at S11 (R220) according to the similarity law (frequency 
and magnitude scaled 1/5) and compared them to a typical track FRF in the Dutch railway [30], as 
shown in Figure 3(d). It can be seen that the V-Track represents well the general trend of FRF 
magnitudes of the real system. Furthermore, the V-Track successfully reproduces most of the track 
resonance modes of the real system at similar frequencies, for example, the full track resonance 
mode, the pinned-pinned resonance mode and the sleeper bending modes. Overall, the measured 
FRFs on the V-Track can well represent those of the real vehicle-track system, indicating good 
dynamic similarity.

2.2. Corrugation experiment

In this subsection, we introduce the loading conditions of the V-Track for the corrugation experi-
ment, the initial excitation induced to the V-Track for corrugation initiation, and the data acquisi-
tion approach.

2.2.1. Loading design in the V-Track
Loads of the V-Track were designed to simulate the wheel-track dynamic interaction on the 
field tangent track for the corrugation experiment. The vertical (normal) load was designed 
to achieve a maximum contact pressure similar to the field. The AoA was designed to be as 
small as possible to simulate the wheel-rail lateral interaction on a tangent track. The 
braking motor was used to adjust one wheel torque (W1) that achieved an adhesion 
coefficient of around 0.1 and the other torque (W3) as small as possible, to simulate the 
driving and driven wheels, respectively, as shown in Figure 4(a). At a distance of 6.28 m, 
W1 and W3 had little interference with each other and did not represent two wheels in 
a bogie. The running speed was 16 km/h, which is the maximum safe speed in the current 
configuration without a safety cover on the wheel assembly. With the safety cover, a higher 
speed of up to 40 km/h can be applied, with which further tests will be performed in the 
future. The coefficient of friction (COF) is about 0.40 after cleaning and drying the rail and 
the wheel surfaces.

Figure 5(a–c) show the measured wheel-rail contact forces in the first rotation of the steel frame 
in the longitudinal, vertical and lateral directions after the final adjustment of the normal load, AoA 
and wheel torque (rotation 1). The contact forces are acquired with a sampling frequency of 16.67  
kHz using a dynamometer (as shown in Figure 4(b)), which consists of four 3-component 

Table 1. Values of parameters of the V-Track test rig and the real vehicle-track system in Dutch railway [4].

Components Parameters Values of V-Track Values of Dutch Railway Scale factor

Wheel and rail materials Young’s modulus 210 GPa 210 GPa 1
Poisson’s ratio 0.3 0.3 1
Density 7800 kg/m3 7800 kg/m3 1

Wheel size Radius 65 mm 345~460 mm 5~7
Rail size Rail head radius 60 mm 300 mm 5

Rail height 32 mm 159 mm ~5
Sleeper Mass 1.2 kg 200 kg ~53

Distance 125 mm 600 mm ~5
Primary suspension Stiffness 230 kN/m 1.15 MN/m 5

Damping 100 N.s/m 2500 N.s/m 52

Railpads Stiffness 300 MN/m 1300 MN/m ~5
Damping 2.0 kN.s/m 45 kN.s/m ~52

Rubber pads to 
simulate ballast

Stiffness 10 MN/m 45 MN/m ~5
Damping 1.0 kN.s/m 32 kN.s/m ~52
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piezoelectric force sensors mounted between the wheel assembly and the steel frame [31]. The 
adhesion coefficient in Figure 5(d) was calculated as the quotient of the tangential force and the 
vertical (normal) force. As mentioned before, the starting (0 m) and ending (12.56 m) positions 
correspond to position S1.

Figure 4(b) shows that the vertical (normal) forces of W1 and W3 are close to and fluctuate 
around 4000 N, resulting in a maximum contact pressure of 1.35 Gpa. The four sharp peaks in this 
figure correspond to the positions of the four RJs, and in between are the vertical forces for the four 
rails, R220, MHH, R260MN, and B320, respectively. Compared to the previous corrugation 
experiment [25], the long-wave fluctuation has been significantly reduced and a more even vertical 

Figure 4. The designed loading conditions of the V-Track. (a) The schematic drawing of the loading conditions of W1 and W3; (b) 
the dynamometer for contact force measurement.

Figure 5. Loading conditions of W1 and W3 for corrugation experiment. (a) Longitudinal forces; (b) vertical forces; (c) lateral 
forces; (d) adhesion coefficient.
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force has been achieved along the ring track by a better adjustment of the vertical track irregularity. 
The average values of the lateral forces of W1 and W3 (see Figure 5(c)) are about −15 N and 90 N, 
respectively, corresponding to the considerably small AoAs. The longitudinal force of W1 (see 
Figure 5(a)) fluctuates around −400 N with an applied braking torque of −26 Nm. No wheel torque 
is applied to W3 so that the corresponding longitudinal force is close to 0 N. The average adhesion 
coefficients of W1 and W3 are about 0.1 and 0.03 respectively. Overall, the loads on the two wheel 
assemblies generally satisfy the designed loading conditions to simulate the wheel-track interaction 
on the tangent track.

2.2.2. Initial excitation for corrugation formation
In [23], the 3D FE simulations indicate that an initial excitation is necessary to induce the rail 
longitudinal vibration modes, generating fluctuation of longitudinal contact force, and causing 
differential wear and corrugation initiation. Such an initial excitation can be degraded fastenings 
modelled as a weak rail constraint.

In this corrugation experiment, some fastening clips were completely loosened without provid-
ing any toe loads to the rails to simulate the degraded fastenings, as shown in Figure 6(d). 
Specifically, the loose fastenings were on the rails made of R220 and R260MN for every other 
sleeper, and the fastenings on the three sleepers adjacent to the RJs were not loosened to avoid 
exaggerated impact that may damage the V-Track.

2.2.3. Data acquisition approach
During the corrugation experiment, the wheel-rail contact forces were continuously measured and 
recorded for each rotation. At every 2000 rotations, the V-Track was stopped for a visual inspection 
of the rail and wheel surfaces to check whether corrugation occurred or not. Meantime, the wear 
debris was cleaned to maintain a similar COF between the wheel and the rail throughout the entire 

Figure 6. The experimental setups for data acquisition. (a) 3D HandyScan test; (b) hammer test on the track. The clamp is 
designed for the longitudinal excitation of the hammer; (c) hammer test on the wheel; the wheel was lifted without contact with 
the rail (d) test locations. Before corrugation was observed (16000 rotations), HandyScan and hammer tests were performed at 
eight locations (four joints and four middles at the four rails) for the health monitoring, as indicated by the pink crosses. After 
16,000 rotations, the tests were performed at one more location where corrugation occurred, marked by the yellow cross.
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experiment. 3D HandyScan tests (Figure 6(a)) were performed to measure the corrugation geo-
metry. Hammer tests (Figure 6(b,c)) were performed to obtain the dynamic behaviours of the track 
and the wheels, which are related to the corrugation characteristic frequency and wavelength. The 
frequency response function (FRF) is calculated as follows [32].  

H fð Þ ¼
SaF fð Þ

SFF fð Þ 2πfð Þ
2 (1) 

where H(f) is the FRF that is a complex-valued function; SaF is the cross-spectrum between the 
acceleration a and the hammer force F; and SFF is the auto-spectrum of the hammer force F. In this 
work, we mainly focus on analysing the magnitude of FRFs because their resonance peaks can be 
directly correlated to the characteristic frequencies of the dynamic contact forces and the corruga-
tion. The analysis of the phases may also be interesting, which will be performed in the next-step 
work.

Before corrugation was observed (16000 rotations), 3D HandyScan and hammer tests were 
performed at eight locations (four joints and four middles at the four rails) for the health monitor-
ing, as indicated by the pink crosses in Figure 6(d). S11 is one of the eight locations in the middle of 
the rail R220. After 16,000 rotations, the tests were performed at one more location where 
corrugation occurred on the R220 around S20, marked by the yellow cross in Figure 6(d).

3. Corrugation consistent growth in the V-Track

After 16,000 rotations, corrugation was first observed on the rail surface between S19 and S20 of the 
V-Track (from 2.26 m to 2.31 m), as shown in Figures 6(d) and 7. The fastening clips at S19 were 
loose and those at S20 were tight. The rail material is R220, the softest rail of the four rail sections. 
Afterwards, we run another 16,000 rotations to let the corrugation further grow. The 3D 
HandyScan tests were performed after 16,000, 22000 and 32,000 rotations, respectively, to record 
the corrugation growth.

Figure 7. Reproduced corrugation on the rail R220 between S19 and S20 with a wavelength of about 6.0 mm.
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In Figure 7, the locations of the corrugation marked by red arrows were shiny to the naked eye, 
although they looked like dark spots through the camera in this figure. Except for the colour 
contrast, we could also distinguish the corrugation by the relatively wider running band (marked by 
the white arrows) corresponding to the shiny parts. During the tests, the marked shiny parts of the 
corrugation barely change, indicating a consistent corrugation growth at a fixed location. The 
corrugation wavelength observed from this figure is approximately 6.0 mm. The running band is in 
the middle of the rail head with a width of about 3 mm, larger than the 2.3 mm calculated based on 
Hertz theory probably due to plastic deformation.

Figure 8 shows the corrugation geometry in the spatial domain after the 16,000, 22000, and 
32,000 rotations. These results were measured by 3D HandyScan tests and obtained at the centre of 
the running band along the wheel running direction after bandpass filtering of 2–15 mm. 
Irregularities with wavelength shorter than 2 mm contributes insignificantly to the corrugation 
due to the contact filter, and with wavelength longer than 15 mm tend to obscure the corrugation 
growth trend due to their larger amplitudes. The measurement results of the initial rail roughness 
before starting the test (rotation 0) were not available in the corrugation zone, as explained in 
Figure 6(d). To gain insight into the initial rail roughness, we obtained the measurement data at S20 
after 16,000 rotations that were at the same longitudinal locations as the corrugation, but 3 mm 
away from the centre line of the running band in the lateral direction. It is beyond the wheel-rail 
contact areas and represents the initial rail roughness resulting from the rail manufacturing process. 
Meanwhile, the roughness measurement data at S11 before starting the test are obtained along the 
longitudinal direction at two lateral positions. One lateral position is within the running band, and 
the other is 3 mm away from the running band. The roughness spectra of these three cases are close 
to each other, indicating that the initial rail roughness can be considered consistent along the rail. 
Therefore, the initial rail roughness outside the running band at S20 after 16,000 rotations can be 
approximately representative of those in the corrugation zone before starting the test, which was 
designated as rotation ‘0’ and compared with the corrugation geometry in Figure 8. Besides, it is 
worth noting that the vertical shift of the curves at different rotations is not related to general wear 
or any physical changes during the test, but primarily intended for better visualization and 
comparison of the results.

The grey dashed lines in this figure correspond to the positions of the shiny parts in Figure 7. 
From the relatively deeper corrugation after 32,000 rotations, we can see that the shiny parts 
correspond to corrugation peaks. Using these nine lines as reference, the measured corrugation 

Figure 8. Measured corrugation geometry after the 16,000, 22000 and 32,000 rotations in the spatial domain from the 3D 
HandyScan tests. The result at ‘0’ rotation corresponds to the initial rail roughness without wheel passages.
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was divided into eight waves from one corrugation peak to another, denoted by C1, C2, C8 with 
either black or green colour. If a wave after 16,000 rotations includes a complete cosinoidal 
shape, namely from a corrugation peak to a trough and then to a peak again, meantime its 
amplitude (from peak to trough) changes insignificantly compared to that after 32,000 rotations, 
this wave is set to be black, indicating it barely grows. Otherwise, it is set to be green to indicate 
a growing wave.

We can see from Figure 8 that C1, C2, C3, C5, and C6 are in green, and they 
considerably grow from 16,000 to 32,000 rotations with different growth trends. 
Specifically, C1, C2, and C6 show a peak instead of a trough at the middle of the waves 
after 16,000 rotations; these peaks are probably from the initial rail roughness and worn off 
after 22,000 rotations, then become troughs after 32,000 rotations. For C3 and C5, the 
corrugation amplitude significantly increases. Compared to C1, C2, C3, C5, and C6, the 
waves C4, C7 and C8 do not grow much from 16,000 rotations to 32,000 rotations, and 
thus are in black.

Two findings are summarized from the growth trend of these corrugation waves from Figure 8. 
First, the wear of the rail surface that causes the corrugation is differential. Second, the differential 
wear has a constant wavelength and phase so that the wear accumulates and the corrugation 
consistently grows at a fixed location. In addition, it can be seen that the initial rail roughness at 
‘0’ rotation does not exhibit a correlation with the observed corrugation in terms of the spatial 
distribution.

Figure 9 shows the measured corrugation geometry in the wavelength domain. It can be 
seen that the relatively deeper corrugation after 22,000 and 32,000 rotations has a major 
wavelength component of about 6 mm, approximately equivalent to 30 mm of field corruga-
tion wavelengths considering a scale factor of 1/5, falling in the short pitch range (20–80  
mm). The initial corrugation wavelength after 16,000 rotations is about 7.0 mm. The initial 
rail roughness at ‘0’ rotation exhibits a predominant peak at 4.0 mm and a less pronounced 
peak at 11.4 mm. The valley at 6.4 mm between these two peaks confirms that corrugation 
does not exist on the initial rail surface, but is caused by the wheel-track dynamic interaction 
and the resulting differential wear. Besides, it is found that the overall magnitude of rail 
profile decrease from 0 to 32,000 rotations for wavelengths smaller than 4.0 mm, probably 
influenced by the contact filter effect. In contrast, for larger wavelength, the magnitude 
considerably increases, with the highest growth rate observed at the corrugation wavelength 
of 6.0 mm.

Figure 9. Reproduced corrugation geometry in the wavelength domain. The result at ‘0’ rotation corresponds to the initial rail 
roughness without wheel passages.
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4. Corrugation formation mechanism

In this section, the corrugation formation mechanism is analysed according to the measured wheel- 
rail dynamic contact forces, track dynamics and wheel dynamics.

4.1. The longitudinal dynamic force dominates corrugation formation

Wheel-rail dynamic contact forces, which cause differential wear on the rail surfaces, determine the 
corrugation formation. Figure 10 shows the measured wheel-rail contact forces of W1 and W3 in 
the longitudinal, vertical and lateral directions in the first rotation (rotation 1). The pink dashed 
boxes mark the position of the reproduced corrugation, i.e., from 2.26 m to 2.31 m.

We first focus on the four tangential (frictional) contact force components that cause the 
differential wear and thus corrugation, namely the longitudinal and lateral forces of W1 and W3. 
It can be seen that the average magnitude of the longitudinal force of W1 in the corrugation zone is 
about 400 N, much larger than those of the other three components which are below 100 N. This 
significant difference in magnitudes implies that the longitudinal force of W1 contributes the most 
to the friction power and is thus dominant for rail wear, which is the corrugation damage 
mechanism. Assuming that the fluctuation of the other three components can cause corrugation 
and is inconsistent with that of the longitudinal force of W1, the corrugation caused by the three 
other components will probably be worn out and cannot grow. Therefore, it can be concluded that 
the longitudinal force of W1 is dominant for the wear of the rail surface and thus corrugation 
formation. The vertical (normal) forces of W1 and W3 in the corrugation zone have an average 
value of about 4150 N.

It is also observed from Figure 10 that all the six contact force components show relatively strong 
fluctuation around their average magnitude in the corrugation zone. This dynamic fluctuation 
determines the wavelength-fixing mechanism of corrugation [1]. To identify the corrugation 

Figure 10. Measured wheel-rail dynamic contact forces of W1 and W3 in the spatial domain at rotation 1. (a) Longitudinal forces; 
(b) vertical forces; (c) lateral forces. The pink dashed boxes mark the corrugation zone.
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formation mechanism, the contact forces in the wavelength domain are obtained in the corrugation 
zone, as shown in Figure 11.

It can be seen that the longitudinal force of W1 has a major wavelength component of 6.0  
mm, corresponding well to the characteristic wavelength of the corrugation. The longitudinal 
force of W3 has a major wavelength of about 4.4 mm, the vertical forces of W1 and W3 about 
4.2 mm, and the lateral forces of W1 and W3 about 11.6 mm. Their major wavelength 
components are quite far away from the corrugation wavelength and thus not responsible 
for the corrugation development. Nevertheless, they will contribute to the overall rail rough-
ness growth in the wavelength range from 4.0 mm to 20.0 mm, as shown in Figure 9. 
Meanwhile, it is worth noting that the wavelengths/frequencies of the tangential forces 
(longitudinal and lateral forces) are not necessarily the same as those of the normal (vertical) 
force in the unsaturated condition.

In summary, the longitudinal force of W1 has the largest average magnitude and thus dominates 
the rail wear, which is the damage mechanism of corrugation. Meanwhile, its major wavelength 
component matches precisely with the corrugation characteristic wavelength. Therefore, it is 
concluded that the longitudinal dynamic force of W1 is dominant for the corrugation formation. 
This conclusion aligns with the finding in [33] that at higher frequency, and with equal amplitudes 
of imposed relative displacement, the longitudinal force exceeds the vertical force by an appreciable 
factor.

4.2. Rail longitudinal vibration mode determines the corrugation frequency and 
wavelength

It is reported that all types of corrugation that have been documented to date are essentially 
constant-frequency phenomena [34], and the eigen frequencies of the vehicle-track system deter-
mine the corrugation frequencies [23]. The characteristic frequency f can be calculated by dividing 
the running speed v with a characteristic wavelength λ, as follows. 

Figure 11. Wheel-rail dynamic contact forces of W1 and W3 in the wavelength domain in the corrugation zone at rotation 1.
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f ¼
v
λ

(2) 

With a running speed of 16 km/h, the characteristic frequency of the corrugation is calculated as 
741 Hz, corresponding to the wavelength component of 6.0 mm. To better understand the corruga-
tion formation mechanism, the wheel-rail dynamic forces are analysed in the time-frequency 
domains employing the synchro-squeezed wavelet transform [35], as shown in Figure 12. It can 
be seen that the longitudinal force of W1 has a major frequency component of 760 Hz, correspond-
ing well to the characteristic frequency of the corrugation. The longitudinal force of W3 has a major 
wavelength of about 1020 Hz, the vertical forces of W1 and W3 about 1050 Hz, and the lateral forces 
of W1 and W3 about 400 Hz. Their major frequency components are quite far away from the 
corrugation frequency and thus not responsible for the corrugation development. It is worth noting 
from Figure 12(a) that the overall vibration energy at around 760 Hz is relatively stronger in the 
corrugation zone compared to the non-corrugation zone. Furthermore, Figure 12 shows that the 
characteristic frequencies of the dynamic forces vary with distance, probably caused by the local 
variation of the track dynamics [36] and track irregularities.

Dynamic behaviours of the track and the W1 characterized by FRFs were derived from the 
hammer tests after 16,000 rotations. Figures 13(a–c) show the measured FRFs in the longitudinal, 
vertical and lateral directions, with the excitations at S19.5 (the middle between S19 and S20) and 
S20. The resonance peaks and anti-resonance valleys correspond to different rail vibration modes 
[37,38]. Figure 13(d) shows the measured FRFs with both radial and axial excitations. The radial 
direction is mainly relevant to longitudinal and vertical wheel-rail dynamic interactions, while the 
axial direction relates to lateral interaction. The predominant peaks at 2430 Hz and 4660 Hz 
correspond to the wheel modes of zero nodal circle and one nodal diameter, and zero nodal circle 
and two nodal diameters, respectively. It is found that the corrugation frequency of 741 Hz 
corresponds well to a rail longitudinal vibration mode at around 750 Hz, and does not correlate 
to the vertical and lateral vibration modes and the wheel modes, as indicated by the pink dashed 
lines. It is thus concluded that rail longitudinal vibration mode determines the corrugation 
characteristic frequency and wavelength.

Combining the measurement results of corrugation geometry (Figures 7 and 8), wheel-rail 
dynamic contact forces (Figures 9 and 10) and wheel and track dynamic behaviours (Figure 13), 

Figure 12. Measured wheel-rail dynamic contact forces of W1 and W3 in the spatial-frequency domains at rotation 1. The white 
dashed boxes mark the corrugation zone.
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the corrugation formation mechanism is identified. First, the loose fastening clips of the rail R220 
serve as the initial excitation to the wheel-track system of the V-Track, causing a weak longitudinal 
constraint to the rail that releases the longitudinal vibration mode at 750 Hz. When the wheel rolls 
over the rail with a speed of 16 km/h, this vibration mode is excited and induces longitudinal 
dynamic contact force with a wavelength of about 6.0 mm. This dynamic force then causes 
differential wear of the rail surface and finally the corrugation initiation and consistent growth. 
In summary, the rail longitudinal vibration mode and its induced longitudinal dynamic force 
determine the corrugation formation in the V-Track.

4.3. Contact forces and dynamics of wheel-track system during corrugation development

To further understand the corrugation development mechanism, the measured wheel-rail contact 
forces with W1 at rotations 1, 16,000, 22000 and 32,000 are shown in the spatial (Figure 14) and 
wavelength (Figure 15) domains, respectively. Besides, the dynamic behaviours of the track with 
corrugation and W1 after rotations 16000, 22000 and 32,000 rotations are also presented in 
Figure 16.

It can be seen from Figures 14(a) and 15(a) that the longitudinal dynamic force with W1 
generally shows a consistent wavelength and phase. The dominant wavelength component of 
about 6.0 mm is observed at rotations 1, 16,000 and 32,000, aligning well with the corrugation 
wavelength. This result confirms the conclusion that the longitudinal dynamic force plays 
a dominant role in corrugation development. Besides, it is found that a slight shift in wavelength 
occurs from 6.0 mm to 6.5 mm at rotations 16,000 and 22,000, which can be attributed to the longer 
initial corrugation wavelength of 7.0 mm measured at rotations 16000, as depicted in Figure 9. This 

Figure 13. Measured FRFs of the track and W1 after 16,000 rotations. FRFs of the track with the excitations at S19.5 (the middle of 
S19 and S20) and S20 in the (a) longitudinal; (b) vertical; and (c) lateral directions; (d) FRFs of W1 with both radial and axial 
excitations. The dashed lines in (b), (c) and (d) mark the corrugation characteristic frequency.
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longer wavelength may be a consequence of wavelength modulation caused by the 6.0 mm long-
itudinal force and the 8.1 mm lateral force (see Figure 15(c)) during the corrugation initiation stage.

Figure 14(b) and 15(b) show that the vertical dynamic force overall exhibits less consistency 
across the different rotations when compared to the longitudinal force. Except for a wavelength 
component at 4.2 mm, we can observe from Figure 15(b) another major wavelength component at 
16.7 mm, which is contributed to the rail roughness growth at longer wavelengths (see Figure 9). 
Besides, it is found from Figures 15(b,c) that at rotation 32,000, the vertical and lateral forces have 
a wavelength component at about 6.0 mm despite a relatively small magnitude. This wavelength 
component is not observed at rotation 1, which should be a results of the excitation by the rail 
corrugation. The possible reason for the relatively small magnitude is that no resonance modes are 
found at the corrugation frequency in the vertical and lateral directions (see Figure 13). 
Furthermore, the relatively low running speed (16 km/h) and small amplitude of corrugation 
(i.e., 10 um) may result in the small forced vibration energy.

Figure 14(c) illustrates that the lateral force appears to follow a random pattern across the 
different rotations in the spatial domain in terms of the wavelength and phase. This can possibly be 
attributed to the relatively small average magnitude of the lateral force (below 100 N) due to a small 
AoA, making it more susceptible to random factors. Besides, the rail and wheel profile wear may 
cause slight changes of the wheel-rail contact positions, contributing to the inconsistency of the 
lateral force across different rotations, as well as those of the longitudinal and vertical forces. 
Figure 15(c) indicates that the lateral force has relatively larger magnitude at around 4.4 mm and 
within the range between 7.0 mm and 15.0 mm, which is contributed to the rail roughness devel-
opment within the corresponding wavelength range.

Figure 16 shows that FRFs of the track at S20 and W1 closely align with each other after rotations 
16,000, 22000 and 32,000, indicating the dynamic behaviours of the track and the wheel barely 
change during the tests. The variation of contact forces across different rotations in Figures 12 and 
13 should be primarily related to the alterations at the wheel-rail interface. The relatively large 

Figure 14. Measured wheel-rail contact forces with W1 at rotations 1, 16000, 22000 and 32,000 in the (a) longitudinal; (b) vertical; 
(c) lateral directions in the corrugation zone.
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deviation in the wheel FRFs is a result of slight shifts in the hammer impact locations, which were 
challenging to control precisely on a cylindrical wheel surface.

Based on the aforementioned data and analysis, the evolution of the rail surface roughness and 
corrugation becomes evident. The initial rail roughness exhibits a predominant peak at 4.0 mm, a less 
pronounced peak at 11.4 mm, and a valley at around 6.4 mm. Afterwards, during the test, the long-
itudinal dynamic force of W1 is dominant for rail roughness growth within the wavelength range of 5.0– 
7.0 mm, particularly at the corrugation wavelength of around 6.0 mm. The vertical dynamic force 
increases the rail roughness in both longer wavelength range of 15.0–20.0 mm and the shorter wave-
length of around 4.0–5.0 mm. The lateral dynamic force mainly contributes to the rail roughness growth 
in the wavelength range of 7.0–15.0 mm, and has influences in the 4.0–5.0 mm range. Among these 
forces, the longitudinal force of W1 plays a predominant role in rail wear and has the highest consistency 
in wavelengths and phases across the different rotations, hence leading to the dominant rail roughness 
growth in the range of 5.0–7.0 mm and the development of rail corrugation at around 6.0 mm.

5. Discussion

In this section, we further discuss the experimental results in the V-Track and compare them with 
the literature to better understand corrugation.

5.1. Verification of corrugation formation mechanism in [23]

Recently, Z. Li et al. [23] proposed a new hypothesis for the corrugation formation process, based 
on simulations employing a 3D FE wheel-track dynamic interaction model. The simulation results 

Figure 15. Measured wheel-rail contact forces with W1 in the wavelength domain at rotations 1, 16000, 22000 and 32,000 in the 
(a) longitudinal; (b) vertical; (c) lateral directions in the corrugation zone.
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indicate that rail longitudinal vibration modes, instead of the commonly considered vertical modes, 
are dominant for corrugation initiation, when with effective initiation excitation. This hypothesis 
has been experimentally verified on another configuration of the V-Track [25]. However, as 
introduced in Section 1, there are some limitations of the corrugation experiment in [25]. One 
major limitation is the strong wheel-rail lateral dynamic interaction due to a relatively large AoA in 
the experiment, which is different from the FE simulation condition in [23]. The resulting lateral 
dynamic force also contributes to the corrugation development together with the longitudinal one, 
making the formation mechanism partly different from that proposed in [23].

In the current configuration of the V-Track, we improve the control method of the AoA with 
a digital gauge [28] and considerably reduce the lateral contact force. Therefore, the wheel-rail 
dynamic interaction is more comparable to the numerical simulation in [23] of a wheel rolling over 
on a tangent track. The experimental results better verify the simulation results that the rail 
longitudinal vibration mode and its induced longitudinal force are dominant for corrugation 
formation by excluding the effect of lateral vibration modes and lateral dynamic force.

5.2. Comparison with the produced corrugation in [25]

The standard S7 rails used in [25] have cross-section geometry and materials different from the rails 
used in the current V-Track configuration. Corrugation is successfully produced on both types of 
rails, with the necessary initial excitation from the loose fastenings. This phenomenon agrees with 
the field observation that corrugation happens to different rail profiles and grades [8]. It may thus 
be inferred that corrugation can develop on various rails as long as the differential wear is induced 
by the longitudinal rail vibration modes under the wheel-rail frictional rolling contact. In addition, 
the successful reproduction of corrugation on two separate tests with a similar formation 

Figure 16. Measured FRFs of the track and W1 after 16,000, 22000 and 32,000 rotations. Track FRFs were obtained with the 
excitations at S20 in the (a) longitudinal; (b) vertical; and (c) lateral directions; (d) W1 FRFs with radial excitation. The dashed lines 
in (b), (c) and (d) mark the corrugation characteristic frequency.
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mechanism has demonstrated the reproductivity and reliability of the corrugation experiment using 
the V-Track test rig.

Meanwhile, it is noted that corrugation amplitude (maximum peak to trough distance) reaches 
up to 60 µm after 10,500 rotations in [25], which is only 10 µm after 32,000 rotations in the current 
experiment (see Figure 8). Corrugation in [22] propagates over a longer rail of about five sleeper 
spans. The corrugation in [25] is much severer and grows much faster. The corrugation severity is 
probably determined by the intensity of the initial excitation. In [25], the fastening clips were 
installed only by every four sleepers, while by every other sleeper in the current experiment. The 
significantly weaker fastening constraints in [25] correspond to the greater intensity of the initial 
excitation to the wheel-track system, causing larger fluctuation amplitude of the longitudinal 
dynamic force and more differential wear, and thus severer corrugation. The larger corrugation 
growth rate in [25] could be also related to the smaller hardness of the S7 rail (170 HB).

In [25], the major corrugation wavelength is 6.4 mm with a running speed of 13 km/h. In the 
current experiment, the running speed increases by 23% to 16 km/h, while the corrugation 
wavelength is 6.0 mm and barely changes (−6%). The insensitive variation of corrugation wave-
length to the traffic speed in the V-Track agrees with the field observation [1]. According to the 
corrugation formation mechanism [18], it is found that the wheel-track system selects to resonate at 
the rail longitudinal mode of 574 Hz with a speed of 13 km/h, and 750 Hz with 16 km/h. The 
different triggered frequencies in these two tests could be related to different rail fastening 
constraint methods. This result indicates that corrugation initiates essentially by frequency selection 
instead of wavelength selection, agreeing with the numerical analysis in [23]. More corrugation 
experiments with different running speeds will be performed in future work to verify this.

5.3. The necessity of effective initial excitation for corrugation formation

In the experiment, corrugation was only observed on R220 and not on the other three rails. 
According to the numerical analysis in [23], a necessary condition for corrugation formation is 
an effective initiation excitation that allows flexibility for longitudinal resonance. Figure 17 shows 
the longitudinal FRFs of the four rails R220 (S20), MHH (S36), R260MN (S60) and B320 (S86). 
They achieve a general similarity in the overall frequency range of 100–6000 Hz, indicating a certain 
level of reproducibility of track dynamics in the V-track test rig. It can be seen that the rail vibration 
mode corresponding to the corrugation frequency (indicated by the green oval) is released only for 
R220 due to the loose fastenings.

Figure 17. Measured longitudinal FRFs of the four rails R220 (S20), MHH (S36), R260MN (S60) and B320 (S86). The green circle 
marks the frequency range near the corrugation frequency.
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Although the fastenings were also loosened for R260MN to serve as the initial excitation, the rail 
longitudinal modes that can effectively induce corrugation initiation are not excited. This result 
indicates the variation of the track dynamics in different sections of the rail in the V-Track test rig, 
the same nature as the track variability along the rails in field conditions. A possible reason is that 
the remaining fastening clips on R260MN are tighter than those on R220 because of some manual 
errors, which provide stronger rail longitudinal constraints. It is thus inferred that the intensity of 
the initial excitation should be large enough to effectively excite rail longitudinal vibration modes 
for corrugation initiation. Besides, it is noted that wheel-rail longitudinal resonance for corrugation 
formation only occurs at 741 Hz, not at other rail longitudinal modes such as at 150, 580 or 1170 Hz. 
This frequency selection may be related to the wheel-rail contact characteristics and the wheel 
speed, similar to the ‘contact filter’ effect that will mitigate the wheel-rail resonance in a certain 
wavelength range. In future work, we will further analyse the reason behind this observation with 
the help of numerical simulation.

5.4. The influence of the wheel torque on the longitudinal dynamic force

Based on the previous analysis in Section 4, it is concluded that the longitudinal dynamic force of 
W1 is dominant for the corrugation formation at 6.0 mm, and it is induced by the wheel-rail 
resonance at the rail longitudinal vibration mode at about 750 Hz with a speed of 16 km/h. One may 
argue that the longitudinal dynamic force may also originate from the wheel control system, which 
can be examined by looking at, i.e., the torque applied and measured on the wheel based on the 
following equation. 

F ¼ M=r (3) 

where F is the longitudinal force, M is the wheel torque, and r is the wheel radius which is 65 mm.
In the corrugation experiment, we controlled the torque on W1 by setting a nominal value of 

−26 Nm to achieve an adhesion coefficient of about 0.1. Besides, we ensured that no torque (0 Nm) 
was applied to W3 by dismantling the braking shaft associated with it. The actual torques applied to 
W1 and W3 during the test were measured using torque sensors, as shown in Figure 18(a). It can be 
seen that the actual wheel torques fluctuate around their respective nominal values of −26 Nm and 
0 Nm. Their nominal values correspond well to the quasi-static (average) values of wheel-rail 
longitudinal forces (−400 N of W1 and 0 N of W3 as depicted in Figure 10) based on Equation (3).

However, in terms of the dynamic characteristics, Figure 18(b) reveals that the measured 
torque of W1 has two major wavelength components at 8.5 mm and 16.7 mm, and exhibits no 
relations to those of the longitudinal dynamic force of W1 (see Figure 11) and corrugation 
wavelength at 6.0 mm. These wavelength components may be related to the natural frequencies 

Figure 18. Measured torques of W1 and W3 at rotation 1 in the corrugation zone in the (a) spatial; and (b) wavelength domains.
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of the braking motor and the associated components, and these fluctuations are isolated from 
the wheel assemblies transmitted through the braking shafts. Therefore, it is concluded that the 
fluctuation of the applied wheel torque influences little on the longitudinal dynamic force and 
the corrugation formation.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we performed an experimental investigation on short pitch corrugation using an 
improved configuration of the V-Track test rig. The V-Track consists of two wheel assemblies (W1 
and W3) and four ring rails that are made of materials identical to the field wheel and rail with a 1/5 
scaled profile. The loading conditions of the V-Track were designed to simulate the wheel-track 
dynamic interaction on the field tangent track. Corrugation was successfully produced on the R220 
rail between S19 and S20. Its spatial distribution and wavelength component were captured by the 
3D HandyScan test. Based on the measurement results of wheel-rail contact forces and the wheel 
and track dynamic behaviours across different rotations, the corrugation formation mechanism was 
identified. The main conclusions are summarized as follows.

(1) The rail corrugation has been reproduced in the V-Track with a characteristic wavelength of 
6.0 mm.

(2) The observation and measurement data indicate that rail corrugation consistently grows at 
a fixed location with the continuous accumulation of differential wear.

(3) Rail longitudinal vibration mode and its induced longitudinal wheel-rail dynamic force 
determine the corrugation formation when with the necessary initial excitation.

(4) The loose fastenings can serve as effective initial excitation to cause corrugation.
(5) The intensity of initial excitation to the wheel-track system influences the corrugation 

formation, growth rate and severity.
(6) The wheel resonance modes and the fluctuation of the wheel torques have insignificant 

influence on the corrugation formation.

Overall, this work contributes to a better understanding of the corrugation formation mechanism. 
Considering the dynamic similarity between the V-Track and the field railway, the results obtained 
from the V-Track test rig are valuable to provide insights into the corrugation formation mechan-
ism in the field. In future work, field tests and monitoring need to be conducted to complement and 
validate the findings obtained from laboratory experiments. Besides, a numerical simulation of the 
corrugation formation in the V-Track will be performed to link the scaled laboratory tests to the 
full-scale reality. More tests with different running speeds will be conducted to identify the 
relationship between the corrugation wavelength and traffic speed. The corrugation mitigation 
approach proposed in [39] will be validated in the V-Track. More quantitative comparisons 
between the V-Track test rig and real railway system will be performed to further demonstrate 
their dynamic similarity, which will better bridge the gap between the laboratory and field tests.
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